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Giants On The Earth!
"the mystery of lawlessness is already at work"
2 Thessalonians 2

..There we saw the Nephilim, the sons of Anak, who come of the
Nephilim: and we were in our own sight as grasshoppers, and
so we were in their sight.
Numbers 13:33
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We are pleased to report that Tsiyon Radio is expanding onto three new Christian radio
stations, all of which are part of the Wilkins Communications Network. [Prayer Partners: It
would be a good time to pray for the remnant in these areas to hear the programs, and for
sufficient support to come in to pay for this additional airtime.]
These three new radio stations are:
Pensacola, FL: WNVY AM 1070
Tupelo, MS: WCPC AM 940
Augusta, GA: WFAM AM 1050
For a more complete listing of all our current stations see the list in our web site sidebar at
Tsiyon.org
Tsiyon Bumper Sticker: In a previous Tsiyon News,
we shared this photo of the bumper sticker Don and
Julie designed and placed on their vehicles. Now they
have generously supplied Tsiyon with a stack of these
beautiful bumper stickers! We will be mailing out one
of these as a "thank you" in response to each mailed-in
donation, while supplies last. A special thanks goes out
to Don and Julie for these stickers!
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Listener Comment - The Lord's Brothers
Occult Space NAZIs Recycled
Just a quick theological question: I've been listening to one the ministry audios named 'The #231
Lord's Brothers' by Ben David. If the Lord's brothers were to have believed in Yeshua as
Occult Space NAZIs #230
Messiah, what do we do with John 7:5?
Shavuot! #229
Powers of the Heavens Shaken
Tsiyon Answer - The Lord's Brothers
Thanks for writing with your question. As you may recall, the program you mention states #228
Mazzaroth Signs 2008 #227
that earlier programs go into depth about the status of the Lord's brothers during His earthly
ministry. One of those earlier programs which specifically deals with John 7:5 can be found
Signs in the Sun #226
here:
Signs in the Moon #225
http://tsiyon.org/family_of_christ3/

Our Israel Site

Other programs about Messiah's family can be found here:
http://tsiyon.org/2006/01/
http://tsiyon.org/2006/02/
These programs will answer your question in depth.
Listener Comment - Divinity of Christ?
I was raised a Roman Catholic .. on 5 25 1995 I repented of my sins and asked Jesus Christ
into my heart, and life as a new believer started. Fast fwd, over time , I have heard many
programs that constantly challenge and strengthened my faith of which yours is among the the
top 10 if not 5 .. so , when you speak of YAHWEH , scripted as YHWH in your reverence to the
creator as i perused your website and you speak of on aired programs .. are we on the same
page that YHWH and Jesus Christ are the same persons .. or is there a difference that the
gentile does not understand. Naturally KKVV (which I listen on) is a Christian radio station,
so I naturally assume that "Christian content" is generally portrayed by most of the
programs. Fill me in if I'm on the right path or is there something missing from my 15 years of
"salvation"?
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Tsiyon Answer - Divinity of Christ
Thanks for writing .. Your email is on a deep topic that deserves in-depth investigation. We
have several messages that concern themselves with the divinity of Messiah and His
relationship to the Father. I'll list some of our messages below that address different aspects of
this topic.
http://tsiyon.org/god_father_son_relationship/

Theme CD

http://tsiyon.org/mystery_of_god_elohim_in_genesis/
http://tsiyon.org/the_word_greek_or_jewish/

While Supplies Last...

http://tsiyon.org/isaiah_targum_reveals_messiah/
http://tsiyon.org/immanuel_in_q/
http://tsiyon.org/mahershalalhashbaz/
http://tsiyon.org/right_on_targum/
http://tsiyon.org/sealed_among_my_talmidim/
I'm sure you will find these specific programs helpful.

Be Prepared

Listener Comment - analyses of Nazism
Your analyses of Nazism should mention the passages of Mein Kampf which invoke Biblical
authority for its conclusions.
Tsiyon Answer - analyses of Nazism
Good point. I'll try to remember that in future programs. [Yes, like so many other evil men,
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even Hitler has twisted Scripture to support his satanic ideas!]
From Eliyahu
Yes, yet another program about the giants! Interesting evidence left by giants will be
discussed, as well as more from the Bible about them. Moses tells us that when Israel sent 12
spies into the Promised Land, the Land of Canaan, those spies encountered giants. Some of
those spies reported: "The land, through which we have gone to spy it out, is a land that eats
up its inhabitants; and all the people who we saw in it are men of great stature. There we saw
the Nephilim, the sons of Anak, who come of the Nephilim: and we were in our own sight as
grasshoppers, and so we were in their sight" (Numbers 13:32). Have you ever wondered why,
after the Flood, Nephilim were located in Canaan? Understanding this will answer other
questions people often bring up about the conquest of Canaan by Israel. Perhaps even more
importantly, all of this sheds light on the conflict over the Land of Israel that continues even
into our day - a conflict that is destined to engulf the whole world.

Pass It On
If you know someone who would like to
receive this newsletter, please forward.

Blessings and Shalom,
Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
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